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I Am C-3PO - The Inside Story - Anthony Daniels 2019-11-05
"Gloriously witty, keen and spirited" J.J. Abrams, Director of Star Wars:
The Rise of Skywalker "The odds of me ever writing a book were
approximately... Oh, never mind. My golden companion worries about
such things - I don't. I have indeed now written a book - telling my story,
in my voice, not his - recognizing that our voices and our stories are
inextricably intertwined." When Star Wars burst onto the big screen in
1977, an unfailingly polite golden droid called C-3PO captured
imaginations around the globe. But C-3PO wasn't an amazing display of
animatronics with a unique and unforgettable voiceover. Inside the metal
costume was an actor named Anthony Daniels. In this deeply personal
memoir, Anthony Daniels recounts his experiences of the epic cinematic
adventure that has influenced pop culture for more than 40 years. For
the very first time, he candidly describes his most intimate memories as
the only actor to appear in every Star Wars film - from his first meeting
with George Lucas to the final, emotional days on the set of Star Wars:
The Rise of Skywalker. With a foreword by J.J. Abrams and never-beforeseen photography, this book is a nostalgic look back at the Skywalker
saga as it comes to a close. I Am C- 3PO: The Inside Story reveals
Anthony Daniels' vulnerability, how he established his role and what he
accomplished, and takes readers on a journey that just happens to start
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in a galaxy far, far away.
The Rise of Skywalker: Expanded Edition (Star Wars) - Rae Carson
2020-10-27
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Witness the epic final chapter of the
Skywalker saga with the official novelization of Star Wars: The Rise of
Skywalker, including expanded scenes and additional content not seen in
theaters! The Resistance has been reborn. But although Rey and her
fellow heroes are back in the fight, the war against the First Order, now
led by Supreme Leader Kylo Ren, is far from over. Just as the spark of
rebellion is rekindling, a mysterious signal broadcasts throughout the
galaxy, with a chilling message: Emperor Palpatine, long thought
defeated and destroyed, is back from the dead. Has the ancient Lord of
the Sith truly returned? Kylo Ren cuts a swath of destruction across the
stars, determined to discover any challenge to his control over the First
Order and his destiny to rule over the galaxy—and crush it completely.
Meanwhile, to discover the truth, Rey, Finn, Poe, and the Resistance
must embark on the most perilous adventure they have ever faced.
Featuring all-new scenes adapted from never-before-seen material,
deleted scenes, and input from the filmmakers, the story that began in
Star Wars: The Force Awakens and continued in Star Wars: The Last Jedi
reaches an astounding conclusion.
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The Rise of Skywalker: Expanded Edition (Star Wars) - Rae Carson
2020-03-17
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Witness the epic final chapter of the
Skywalker saga with the official novelization of Star Wars: The Rise of
Skywalker, including expanded scenes and additional content not seen in
theaters! The Resistance has been reborn. But although Rey and her
fellow heroes are back in the fight, the war against the First Order, now
led by Supreme Leader Kylo Ren, is far from over. Just as the spark of
rebellion is rekindling, a mysterious signal broadcasts throughout the
galaxy, with a chilling message: Emperor Palpatine, long thought
defeated and destroyed, is back from the dead. Has the ancient Lord of
the Sith truly returned? Kylo Ren cuts a swath of destruction across the
stars, determined to discover any challenge to his control over the First
Order and his destiny to rule over the galaxy—and crush it completely.
Meanwhile, to discover the truth, Rey, Finn, Poe, and the Resistance
must embark on the most perilous adventure they have ever faced.
Featuring all-new scenes adapted from never-before-seen material,
deleted scenes, and input from the filmmakers, the story that began in
Star Wars: The Force Awakens and continued in Star Wars: The Last Jedi
reaches an astounding conclusion.
Star Wars the Rise of Skywalker the Official Guide - Matt Jones 2019-12
Star Wars- The Rise of Skywalker- The Galactic Guide is a 96-page
informative guide to Star Wars- The Rise of Skywalker for younger fans,
revealing the characters, creatures, droids, locations, and technology
from the new film. Packed with images and information, it's the perfect
companion for those who want to relive the movie outside of the theater.
Heir to the Empire: Star Wars Legends - Timothy Zahn 2011-09-06
Here is a special 20th anniversary edition of the #1 New York Times
bestselling novel that reignited the entire Star Wars publishing
phenomenon—featuring an Introduction and annotations from awardwinning author Timothy Zahn, exclusive commentary from Lucasfilm and
Del Rey Books, and a brand-new novella starring the ever-popular Grand
Admiral Thrawn. The biggest event in the history of Star Wars books,
Heir to the Empire follows the adventures of Luke Skywalker, Han Solo,
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and Princess Leia after they led the Rebel Alliance to victory in Star
Wars: Episode VI Return of the Jedi. Five years after the Death Star was
destroyed and Darth Vader and the Emperor were defeated, the galaxy is
struggling to heal the wounds of war, Princess Leia and Han Solo are
married and expecting twins, and Luke Skywalker has become the first in
a long-awaited line of new Jedi Knights. But thousands of light-years
away, the last of the Emperor’s warlords—the brilliant and deadly Grand
Admiral Thrawn—has taken command of the shattered Imperial fleet,
readied it for war, and pointed it at the fragile heart of the New
Republic. For this dark warrior has made two vital discoveries that could
destroy everything the courageous men and women of the Rebel Alliance
fought so hard to create. The explosive confrontation that results is a
towering epic of action, invention, mystery, and spectacle on a galactic
scale—in short, a story worthy of the name Star Wars. Features a bonus
section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars
expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Journey to Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker Spark of the Resistance Justina Ireland 2019-10-04
When a distress plea goes up from the isolated planet Minfar, Resistance
heroes Rey, Poe and Rose hear the call! Together they will face down a
First Order battalion, terrifying flying creatures, and a weapon that could
change the course of the war!
Star Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy (Book III: Lesser Evil) - Timothy
Zahn 2021-11-16
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The fate of the Chiss Ascendancy hangs in
the balance in the epic finale of the Star Wars: Thrawn Ascendancy
trilogy from Timothy Zahn. For thousands of years the Chiss Ascendancy
has been an island of calm, a center of power, and a beacon of integrity.
It is led by the Nine Ruling Families, whose leadership stands as a
bulwark of stability against the Chaos of the Unknown Regions. But that
stability has been eroded by a cunning foe who winnows away trust and
loyalty in equal measure. Bonds of fidelity have given way to lines of
division among the families. Despite the efforts of the Expansionary
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Defense Fleet, the Ascendancy slips closer and closer to civil war. The
Chiss are no strangers to war. Their mythic status in the Chaos was
earned through conflict and terrible deeds, some long buried. Until now.
To ensure the Ascendancy’s future, Thrawn will delve deep into its past,
uncovering the dark secrets surrounding the ascension of the First
Ruling Family. But the truth of a family’s legacy is only as strong as the
legend that supports it. Even if that legend turns out to be a lie. To
secure the salvation of the Ascendancy, is Thrawn willing to sacrifice
everything? Including the only home he has ever known?
The Star Wars Trilogy - George Lucas 2002
A twenty-fifth anniversary edition brings together the original, complete
"Star Wars" novels in a single volume that includes "Star Wars : a New
Hope," "The Empire Strikes Back," and "Return of the Jedi."
The Art of Star Wars: the Rise of Skywalker - Phil Szostak
2019-12-20
The official behind-the-scenes book of concept, production, and postproduction art for Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker. Go inside the
creative process behind the most anticipated film of the century. The
latest trilogy in the Star Wars film series brings the Skywalker Saga to a
close and The Art of Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker will take readers
into the creative process behind visualizing the epic worlds, creatures,
characters, costumes, weapons, and vehicles of the landmark conclusion
more than 40 years in the making.
The Odyssey of Star Wars - Jack Mitchell 2021-09-28
A thrilling retelling of the Star Wars saga in the style of classic epic
poetry "I look not to myself but to the Force, In which all things arise and
fall away." Journey to a galaxy far, far away like never before--through
lyrical verse and meter. Like the tales of Odysseus and Beowulf, the
adventures of Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, Princess Leia, Jyn Erso, ObiWan Kenobi, Darth Vader, and the Emperor are fraught with legendary
battles, iconic heroes, fearsome warriors, sleek ships, and dangerous
monsters. Beginning with Rogue One's rebel heist on Scarif to secure the
plans to the Death Star and continuing through the climax of Return of
the Jedi, author Jack Mitchell uses the ancient literary form of epic
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poetry to put a new spin on the Star Wars saga. Punctuated with
stunning illustrations inspired by the terracotta art of Greek antiquity,
The Odyssey of Star Wars: An Epic Poem presents the greatest myth of
the 20th century as it would have been told nearly 3,000 years ago.
I Am a Padawan (Star Wars) - Ashley Eckstein 2020-04-07
Meet Ahsoka Tano, a brave Jedi-in-training--also known as a Padawan--in
this Star Wars Little Golden Book written by Ashley Eckstein! This Little
Golden Book follows the journey of Ahsoka Tano, a brave Padawan from
the epic Star Wars space saga, as she learns the mysterious ways of the
Force from her Jedi teachers Anakin Skywalker, Yoda, and Obi-Wan
Kenobi. Written by Ashley Eckstein, the voice of Ahsoka Tano in the Star
Wars: The Clone Wars and Star Wars: Rebels animated series, this
beautifully-illustrated book is perfect for Star Wars--and Little Golden
Book--fans of all ages!
This Is the Way (Star Wars: The Mandalorian) - Golden Books
2020-10-27
An all-new Little Golden Book based on Star Wars: The Mandalorian on
Disney+! Featuring stunning retro illustrations, this Little Golden Book
based on The Mandalorian on Disney+ is perfect for Star Wars fans of all
ages!
Solo: a Star Wars Story - Mur Lafferty 2019-05-02
This thrilling adaptation of Solo- A Star Wars Storyexpands on the film to
include scenes from alternate versions of the script and other additional
content, giving deeper insights into Han Solo's years in the Imperial
Navy, Qi'ra's past, and the beginnings of the rebellion. Though Han Solo
has thrilled Star Warsfans for decades, the notorious wisecracking
scoundrel was chasing adventure and dodging trouble long before he
walked into the cantina at Mos Eisley spaceport. Young Han dreams of
someday soaring into space at the helm of his own starship and leaving
his home, the gritty industrial planet Corellia, far behind. But as long as
he's trapped in a life of poverty and crime-and under the thumb of the
sinister Lady Proxima and her brutal street gang-reaching the distant
stars seems impossible. When Han tries to escape with his girlfriend and
partner-in-crime, Qi'ra, he makes it out-but she doesn't. Desperate for a
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way to find his own offworld vessel and free her, Han enlists in the
Imperial Navy-the last place for a rebellious loner who doesn't play well
with others. When the Empire clips his wings, Han goes rogue and
plunges into the shady world of smugglers, gamblers, and con artists.
There he meets the charming and cunning high roller Lando Calrissian,
makes an unlikely friend in a cantankerous Wookiee called Chewbacca,
and first lays eyes on the Millennium Falcon. To snag his piece of the
outlaw pie, Han joins a crew of pirates to pull off a risky heist. The stakes
are high, the danger is great, and the odds are slim. But never tell Han
Solo the odds.
Star Wars - RAE. CARSON 2020-03-03
The Skywalker saga reaches its epic conclusion in this expanded
novelization of Star Wars: Rise of Skywalker.
Star Wars The Rise of Skywalker The Galactic Guide - Matt Jones
2019-12-23
Save the galaxy from the dark side! Packed with facts from Star Wars:
The Rise of Skywalker, this book is perfect for young kids who want to
join their heroes - Rey, Poe, and Finn - on their thrilling adventures in the
galaxy far, far away.... Discover more about the latest Resistance
recruits, including historian Beaumont Kin and a cute droid named D-O.
Find out how Rey has been training to become a stronger Jedi and what
the heroes have been up to since The Last Jedi. Try to escape Supreme
Leader Kylo Ren and his fearsome followers - the Knights of Ren. Marvel
at the First Order's latest vehicles, including the TIE whisper and the
treadspeeder. Uncover the secrets of the Sith troopers and learn more
about their terrifying weapons. Illustrated with action-packed images
from the hit movie and accompanied by fun, easy-to-read text, Star Wars:
The Rise of Skywalker: The Galactic Guide is the perfect book for
younglings who are desperate to find out more about the final episode of
the Skywalker saga. © & TM 2019 LUCASFILM LTD.
Star Wars: The Force Awakens - Alan Dean Foster 2016-01-01
The official novelization of Star Wars: The Force Awakens, the highly
anticipated blockbuster film directed by J. J. Abrams, hitting cinemas in
December 2015.
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Star Wars - Tom Taylor 2019-11-20
Collects STAR WARS: AGE OF RESISTANCE — CAPTAIN PHASMA,
GENERAL HUX, KYLO REN and SUPREME LEADER SNOKE. This is the
Age of Star Wars — an epic series of adventures that unites your favorite
characters from all three trilogies! The First Order takes center stage! As
Captain Phasma leads an attack on the iron planet Demir, a young
Stormtrooper looks to follow in Phasma’s footsteps. But can she follow
the First Order captain’s merciless ways? General Hux has always been
looked down upon, but Kylo Ren’s fate will be in Hux’s hands when a
sabotaged shuttle crash-lands on an unknown planet! Meanwhile, can
Kylo Ren ever escape the long shadow cast by his grandfather, Anakin
Skywalker — or will he succeed where Darth Vader failed? And as
Supreme Leader Snoke begins Ren’s training, will the sadistic master
break his tormented protégé?
Star WarsTM Character Encyclopedia - Pablo Hidalgo 2017-04-07
A New York Times bestseller and Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Gold Award
winner, this updated and expanded encyclopedia explores more than 200
characters from the complete Star WarsTM saga. Star Wars Character
Encyclopedia: Updated and Expanded, the definitive guide to the people,
aliens, and DroidsTM of the Star Wars galaxy, is back, bigger and better
than ever before, and packed with new Star Wars characters. Want to
know how tall Darth Vader is? Or where the ferocious Nexu comes from?
Look no further than the Star Wars Character Encyclopedia: Updated
and Expanded. With profiles on heroes, villains, and everyone in
between, this handy guide is full of fun facts and intriguing information
guaranteed to enthrall fans for hours on end. © & TM 2016 LUCASFILM
LTD. Used Under Authorization. Reviews: "...sharp, snappy...stunning." StarWars.com
Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker: The Galaxy Needs You Lucasfilm Press 2019-12-17
Read along with Star Wars! Have you ever stopped to think about how
there is nobody else in the galaxy who is exactly like you? This
empowering picture book celebrates young heroes-in-the-making and
features illustrations that follow Rey on her own hero's journey. Follow
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along with word-for-word narration.
Star Wars The Rise of Skywalker Junior Novel - Michael Kogge
2020-04-21
Something has awakened. Every generation has a legend. Nobody's
every really gone. The conclusion of the Skywalker Saga is finally here.
This junior novel retelling of Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker, contains
deleted and extended scenes, including exclusive scenes you won't find
anywhere else! This book also includes an 8-page full-color insert.
Disclosure - Michael Crichton 2012-11-27
From the author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Sphere comes an
electrifying thriller in which a shocking accusation of sexual harassment
triggers a gripping psychological game of cat and mouse and threatens
to derail a brilliant career. #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A fresh
and provocative story.”—People An up-and-coming executive at the
computer firm DigiCom, Tom Sanders is a man whose corporate future is
certain. But after a closed-door meeting with his new boss—a woman
who is his former lover and has been promoted to the position he
expected to have—Sanders finds himself caught in a nightmarish web of
deceit in which he is branded the villain. As Sanders scrambles to defend
himself, he uncovers an electronic trail into the company’s secrets—and
begins to grasp that a cynical and manipulative scheme has been devised
to bring him down. “Crichton writes superbly. . . . The excitement rises
with each page.”—Chicago Tribune “A heart-stop story running on
several tracks at once. Disclosure is up to [Crichton’s] usual locomotive
speed.”—The Boston Globe “Expertly crafted, ingenious and
absorbing.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer
Shadow Fall (Star Wars) - Alexander Freed 2020-06-23
Alphabet Squadron’s hunt for the deadliest TIE fighters in the galaxy
continues in this Star Wars adventure! News of the New Republic’s
victory still reverberates through the galaxy. In its wake, the capital
ships of the newly legitimized galactic government journey to the
farthest stars, seeking out and crushing the remnants of imperial
tyranny. But some old ghosts are harder to banish than others. And none
are more dangerous than Shadow Wing. Yrica Quell’s ragtag Alphabet
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Squadron still leads the search for Shadow Wing, but they’re no closer to
their goal—and the pressure to find their quarry before it’s too late has
begun to shake them apart. Determined to finish the fight once and for
all, Quell works with New Republic Intelligence’s contentious Caern
Adan and the legendary General Hera Syndulla to prepare the riskiest
gambit of her starfighting career—a trap for Shadow Wing that could
finish the chase once and for all. But in the darkness, their enemy has
evolved. Soran Keize, last of the Imperial aces, has stepped into the
power vacuum at the head of Shadow Wing, reinvigorating the faltering
unit in their hour of need. Once adrift in the aftershocks of the war, Keize
has found meaning again, leading the lost soldiers of his unit through to
safety. The only thing standing in his way? The most mismatched
squadron in the New Republic Navy, led by his former mentee: the
traitor Yrica Quell.
Star Wars: Rise of Skywalker (Expanded Edition) - Rae Carson
2020-10-29
Galaxy's Edge: Black Spire (Star Wars) - Delilah S. Dawson 2019-08-27
Walk the ancient streets, meet the colorful characters, and uncover the
secret history of Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge, the new expansion to the
Disney Parks experience! After devastating losses at the hands of the
First Order, General Leia Organa has dispatched her agents across the
galaxy in search of allies, sanctuary, and firepower—and her top spy, Vi
Moradi, may have just found all three, on a secluded world at the
galaxy’s edge. A planet of lush forests, precarious mountains, and
towering, petrified trees, Batuu is on the furthest possible frontier of the
galactic map, the last settled world before the mysterious expanse of
Wild Space. The rogues, smugglers, and adventurers who eke out a living
on the largest settlement on the planet, Black Spire Outpost, are here to
avoid prying eyes and unnecessary complications. Vi, a Resistance spy on
the run from the First Order, is hardly a welcome guest. And when a
shuttle full of stormtroopers lands in her wake, determined to root her
out, she has no idea where to find help. To survive, Vi will have to seek
out the good-hearted heroes hiding in a world that redefines scum and
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villainy. With the help of a traitorous trooper and her acerbic droid, she
begins to gather a colorful band of outcasts and misfits, and embarks on
a mission to spark the fire of resistance on Batuu—before the First Order
snuffs it out entirely.
Karen's Little Sister (Baby-Sitters Little Sister #6) - Ann M. Martin
2016-03-29
From the bestselling author of the generation-defining series The Babysitters Club comes a series for a new generation! Karen Brewer, Big
SisterEverybody used to love Karen. She was cute. She was the littlest
sister. But now baby Emily is in their family, and Karen feels left out.
Then Emily gets sick and everybody has to take care of her. Even Karen.
And that’s when Karen finds out that being a big sister is the most fun of
all!
Star Wars The Rise of Skywalker The Visual Dictionary - Pablo
Hidalgo 2019-12-23
Go beyond Star WarsTM The Rise of Skywalker with this definitive guide
to the final chapter of the Skywalker saga, produced in close
collaboration with Lucasfilm. Written by Star WarsTM insider Pablo
Hidalgo, this 200-page book is packed with more than 600 images, five
stunning original cross-section artworks, and behind-the-scenes
photography in this must-have companion. Uncover the inner workings of
the treadable and the secrets of Rey's Jedi library. Discover the Sith
fortress world of Exegol and the treasures of droidsmith Babu Frik.
Examine the brutal weaponry of the Knights of Ren and the ingenious
garb of the Orbak riders. Meet the most notorious criminals of Kijimi and
the sociable Aki-Aki on Pasaana. Study the intricate reforging of Kylo
Ren's helmet and the menacing armor of the Sith troopers. With a
foreword by Episode 9 writer, Chris Terrio, Star WarsTM The Rise of
Skywalker: The Visual Dictionary is the perfect gift for Star Wars fans of
all ages. © & TM 2020 LUCASFILM LTD.
Canto Bight (Star Wars) - Saladin Ahmed 2017-12-05
As seen in Star Wars: The Last Jedi, welcome to the casino city of Canto
Bight. A place where exotic aliens, captivating creatures, and other
would-be high rollers are willing to risk everything to make their
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fortunes. Set across one fateful evening, these four interconnected
stories explore the deception and danger of the lavish casino city. • An
honest salesman meets a career criminal as a dream vacation turns into
the worst nightmare imaginable, in a story by Saladin Ahmed. • Dreams
and schemes collide when a deal over a priceless bottle of wine becomes
a struggle for survival, as told by Mira Grant. • Old habits die hard when
a servant is forced into a mad struggle for power among Canto Bight’s
elite, in a tale by Rae Carson • A deadbeat gambler has one last chance
to turn his luck around; all he has to do is survive one wild night, as told
by John Jackson Miller. In Canto Bight, one is free to revel in excess,
untouched from the problems of a galaxy once again descending into
chaos and war. Dreams can become reality, but the stakes have never
been higher—for there is a darkness obscured by all the glamour and
luxury.
Doctor Aphra (Star Wars) - Sarah Kuhn 2021-04-06
Dr. Aphra teams up with Darth Vader himself in the original script to the
audiobook production—an expanded adaptation of the critically
acclaimed Marvel comics series. Dr. Chelli Lona Aphra, rogue
archaeologist, is in trouble again. A pioneer in the field of criminal
xenoarchaeology, Aphra recognizes no law, has no fear, and possesses no
impulse control. To her, the true worth of the galactic relics she
discovers is found not in a museum but in an arsenal. This viewpoint has
led to a lot of misunderstandings. After her latest plan goes horribly
wrong, Aphra’s roguish ways are on the verge of catching up to her.
That’s when suddenly Darth Vader, terror of the galaxy, swoops in with
his lightsaber and . . . saves her life? Don’t get her wrong—it’s not like
she’s ungrateful. Sure, her new boss is a lord of the Sith. And okay, she
may have just become a pawn in a deadly game being played by him and
his boss, who happens to be the Galactic Emperor. And yes, the life
expectancy of anyone who disappoints Vader can be measured in
seconds. But she’s back doing what she does best. She’s got a ship to fly,
a heist to pull, and two unorthodox but effective metal buddies: TripleZero, a protocol droid specializing in etiquette, customs, translation, and
torture; and BT-1, an astromech loaded with enough firepower to take
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down a battlecruiser. Together, they might just find a way to get the job
done and avoid the deadly performance review that waits at its
conclusion. Just kidding. She’s doomed.
Star Wars Character Encyclopedia Updated And Expanded Edition
- Simon Beecroft 2021-11-30
The definitive e-guide to more than 275 heroes, villains, aliens, and
droids of the Star Wars galaxy The latest edition of this beloved title has
been comprehensively updated to include new characters from Star
Wars: The Rise of Skywalker and both seasons of Star Wars: The
Mandalorian. Want to learn more about the Knights of Ren? Where is
Padmé Amidala from? How tall is Grogu? To learn the answers to these
questions and more, look no further than Star Wars: Character
Encyclopedia, Updated and Expanded Edition. Written by Star Wars
experts, the ebook is full of fun facts and intriguing information that's
guaranteed to enthrall fans of all ages. With plenty of lesser-known
details, even die-hard fans will learn new facts about iconic characters.
© & TM 2021 Lucasfilm Ltd.
Star Wars The Last JediTM The Visual Dictionary - Pablo Hidalgo
2017-12-15
Star Wars: The Last JediTM: The Visual Dictionary is the definitive guide
to Star Wars: The Last Jedi, revealing the characters, creatures, droids,
locations, and technology from the new film. Packed with 100+ images
and information as penned by Star WarsTM scribe Pablo Hidalgo, it's a
must-have for all fans who want to go beyond the movie experience. © &
TM 2017 LUCASFILM LTD.
Queen's Hope - E. K. Johnston 2021-11-02
A peace-loving senator faces a time of war in another thrilling Padmé
Amidala adventure from the author of the New York Times best-sellers
Queen's Peril and Queen's Shadow!
Star Wars the Force Awakens Book of the Film - 2016-04-07
Revisit the Star Wars universe with the newest addition to the franchise,
The Force Awakens. A world awaits you filled with new characters,
locations, ships and aliens. Plus, welcome back some of your old
favourites like Han, Chewie, Leia and Luke. Relive the story of the movie
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in this junior novel.
Star Wars: The Last Jedi Junior Novel - Michael Kogge 2018-03-06
A junior novel retelling of Star Wars: The Last Jedi, with deleted and
extended scenes, as well as exclusive scenes you won't find anywhere
else featuring Rey, Chewbacca, R2-D2, Finn, and more! This book also
includes an 8-page full-color insert.
Star Wars - Rae Carson 2020-03-19
Witness the epic final chapter of the Skywalker saga with the official
novelization of Star Wars- The Rise of Skywalker, including expanded
scenes and additional content not seen in theaters! The Resistance has
been reborn. The spark of rebellion is rekindling across the galaxy. But
although Rey and her fellow heroes are back in the fight, the war against
the First Order, now led by Supreme Leader Kylo Ren, is far from over.
Rey, Finn, Poe, and the Resistance must embark on the most perilous
adventure they have ever faced. And this time, they're facing it together.
With the help of old friends, new allies, and the mysterious guidance of
the Force, the story that began in Star Wars- The Force Awakens and
continued in Star Wars- The Last Jedi reaches an astounding conclusion.
Rogue One: A Star Wars Story - Alexander Freed 2016-12-16
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Go beyond the film with a
novelization featuring new scenes and expanded material. As the
shadows of the Empire loom ever larger across the galaxy, so do deeply
troubling rumors. The Rebellion has learned of a sinister Imperial plot to
bring entire worlds to their knees. Deep in Empire-dominated space, a
machine of unimaginable destructive power is nearing completion. A
weapon too terrifying to contemplate . . . and a threat that may be too
great to overcome. If the worlds at the Empire’s mercy stand any chance,
it lies with an unlikely band of allies: Jyn Erso, a resourceful young
woman seeking vengeance; Cassian Andor, a war-weary rebel
commander; Bodhi Rook, a defector from the Empire’s military; Chirrut
Îmwe, a blind holy man and his crack-shot companion, Baze Malbus; and
K-2SO, a deadly Imperial droid turned against its former masters. In
their hands rests the new hope that could turn the tide toward a crucial
Rebellion victory—if only they can capture the plans to the Empire’s new
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weapon. But even as they race toward their dangerous goal, the specter
of their ultimate enemy—a monstrous world unto itself—darkens the
skies. Waiting to herald the Empire’s brutal reign with a burst of
annihilation worthy of its dreaded name: Death Star. Praise for Rogue
One: A Star Wars Story “One of the best movie adaptations
yet.”—Cinelinx “Rogue One bridged characters and elements of the
prequels and original Star Wars trilogy in a visually stunning ride, but
there are even more rich details hiding in the film’s novelization, [which]
reveals and expands with inner monologues and character insights,
political knots, and nuance.”—The Daily Dot “Rogue One: A Star Wars
Story novelization deepens a tale of hope. . . . [Jyn Erso] proves to be
even more fascinating here than she was in the movie.”—New York Daily
News
Thrawn: the Ascendency Trilogy #1 - Timothy Zahn 2020-09

An exciting Little Golden Book based on Star Wars: The Rise of
Skywalker! Can Rey, Finn, General Leia, Poe Dameron, and the heroes of
the brave Resistance save the galaxy from Kylo Ren and the evil First
Order? The epic space saga, Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker, is retold
in the iconic Little Golden Book format! Featuring stunning retro
illustrations, this book is perfect for Star Wars--and Little Golden Book-fans of all ages! Star Wars has captivated millions worldwide for almost
forty years. The phenomenon began with the 1977 theatrical debut of
Star Wars, later retitled A New Hope, and has expanded to include six
additional major motion pictures (The Empire Strikes Back, Return of the
Jedi, The Phantom Menace, Attack of the Clones, Revenge of the Sith,
The Force Awakens, The Last Jedi, Solo: A Star Wars Story, and The Rise
of Skywalker), television programming, publishing, video games, and
much more, with new films coming every year.
The Galaxy, and the Ground Within - Becky Chambers 2021-04-20
National Bestseller! Return to the sprawling, Hugo Award-winning
universe of the Galactic Commons to explore another corner of the
cosmos—one often mentioned, but not yet explored—in this absorbing
entry in the Wayfarers series, which blends heart-warming characters
and imaginative adventure. With no water, no air, and no native life, the
planet Gora is unremarkable. The only thing it has going for it is a
chance proximity to more popular worlds, making it a decent stopover
for ships traveling between the wormholes that keep the Galactic
Commons connected. If deep space is a highway, Gora is just your
average truck stop. At the Five-Hop One-Stop, long-haul spacers can
stretch their legs (if they have legs, that is), and get fuel, transit permits,
and assorted supplies. The Five-Hop is run by an enterprising alien and
her sometimes helpful child, who work hard to provide a little piece of
home to everyone passing through. When a freak technological failure
halts all traffic to and from Gora, three strangers—all different species
with different aims—are thrown together at the Five-Hop. Grounded,
with nothing to do but wait, the trio—an exiled artist with an
appointment to keep, a cargo runner at a personal crossroads, and a
mysterious individual doing her best to help those on the fringes—are

The Art of Star Wars Rebels Limited Edition - Dan Wallace 2020-03-19
This deluxe limited-edition package of The Art of Star Wars Rebels
features a beautiful slipcase with illuminating lights and sound effects of
igniting lightsabers when the case opens! This collection also includes a
folio featuring an exclusive piece of art and a variant cover of the book to
create a truly immersive experience that fans won't want to miss! In the
early days of the rebellion, a tight-knit group of rebels from various
backgrounds banded together against all odds to do their part in the
larger mission of defeating the Galactic Empire, sparking hope across
the galaxy. The award-winning animation team of Dave Filoni, Simon
Kinberg, and Carrie Beck, along with the talented artists at Lucasfilm
Animation brought the beloved occupants of the Ghost into our homes
four years ago, now, take a step behind-the-scenes to witness the journey
from paper to screen with The Art of Star Wars Rebels. Featuring neverbefore-seen concept art and process pieces along with exclusive
commentary from the creative team behind the show, Dark Horse Books
and Lucasfilm proudly present the official look inside one of the galaxy's
most beloved shows.
The Rise of Skywalker (Star Wars) - Golden Books 2020-08-25
star-wars-rise-of-skywalker-expanded-edition-star
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compelled to confront where they’ve been, where they might go, and
what they are, or could be, to each other.
Poe Dameron: Free Fall - Lucasfilm Press 2020-08-04
Learn more about the dashing hero from the new Star Wars films! Telling

star-wars-rise-of-skywalker-expanded-edition-star

a story hinted at in The Rise of Skywalker....It's been a few years since
Poe's mother passed away, and Poe and his father, who was a pilot for
the Rebellion, have had more and more trouble connecting. Not sure
what he wants to do with his life, teenage Poe runs away from home to
find adventure, and to figure out what kind of man he is meant to be.
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